Launching the Performance Task: Planning the Two-Voice Poem
Launching the Performance Task: Planning the Two Voice Poem

Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS)

I can analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of characters and narrators in a literary text. (RL 7.6)
I can write narrative texts about real or imagined experiences using relevant details and event sequences that make sense. (W 7.3)

Supporting Learning Targets

- I can plan and write a two voice poem that compares and contrasts how Salva and Nya survived in the challenging environment of South Sudan.
- I can gather evidence from A Long Walk to Water for my two voice poem.

Ongoing Assessment

- Two voice Poem: Gathering Evidence graphic organizer (middle three columns)

Agenda

1. Opening
   A. Vocabulary Entry Task (10 minutes)
2. Work Time
   A. Introducing Performance Task and Selecting Organizing Ideas (15 minutes)
   B. Gathering Textual Evidence from the Novel (15 minutes)
3. Closing and Assessment
   A. Turn and Talk (5 minutes)
4. Homework
   A. Read Author’s Note in A Long Walk to Water; complete vocabulary work and text-dependent questions (see Author’s Note homework assignment).

Teaching Notes

- At this point, students have completed the drafts of their survival essays. They will revise those essays in Lesson 19, after you have had time to review their drafts and provide feedback.
- Thus, in this lesson, students are introduced to the Final Performance Task: a research-based two voice poem (see stand-alone document on EngageNY.org). This lesson includes a student-friendly version of this longer stand-alone document.
- In Lessons 17 and 18, students are introduced to the task of writing their two voice poem. Note that it is preferable but not essential to use this whole period for preparing to write the poem. If some students have not finished their essays, it’s possible to condense the second part of the lesson and build in some writing time. Students who have finished writing the essay could begin their homework during this time.
- Students select a theme for their poems and gather textual evidence from the novel and from informational texts to support that theme. They will read one new informational text: the Author’s Note in A Long Walk to Water. Point out to students that this specific poem is “research-based”. The poem will give them a chance to be creative, but is not just from their imagination. They will cite evidence, staying grounded in the texts they have been reading throughout the module.
- The reading of the Author’s Note has two purposes: to continue to build students’ background knowledge about the historical context of the novel; and, even more important, to help students begin to think of themselves as writers. They, like Linda Sue Park, can and should intentionally craft a message for their readers, so they will be making deliberate decisions about word choice, etc.
### Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Notes (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Students have been talking about how the choices Park made allowed her readers to compare and contrast Salva and Nya. As they begin to think about their poems, students will consider how they want to compare and contrast these characters, and what their choices as writers will be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The first choice is one they will make today: What do they want their poem to focus on? Selecting a focus at the beginning of the writing process will help them collect evidence from both the novel and informational texts. They are likely to draw on the claims they made in their essays as they choose their themes today. Writing the essay first should have deepened students’ thinking about survival and will help them create more thoughtful, nuanced poems. Help students see the connection between the focus of their essay and the focus of their poem: What message are they trying to send to their readers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Both Parts A and B of Work Time include a teacher think-aloud about what you might write your own two voice poem about. Review this and prepare your think-aloud in advance. Choose a factor for your modeling that will have connections to informational text; strong candidates include water, walking, and aid organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In advance: On the Survival anchor chart, put a star next to ideas that also are discussed in the informational texts the class has read.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Review the Author’s Note in <em>A Long Walk to Water</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Review the Performance Task Prompt and the Two voice Poem rubric. Although students will analyze the rubric before they start composing their poems, being familiar with it yourself will help you more effectively support students as they gather evidence in Lessons 17 and 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Post: Vocabulary Entry Task, Survival anchor chart, Salva/Nya anchor chart.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Lesson Vocabulary

| compare, contrast; (from Author’s Note in A Long Walk to Water) fictionalized (118), depict (118), duration (118), coalition (118), displaced (118), languished (119), accord (119), autonomy (119) |

### Materials

- Vocabulary Entry Task (one per student)
- Author’s Note homework assignment (one per student)
- Performance Task Prompt: Two voice Poem (one per student)
- Model Two-Voice Poem: “I Would Do Anything” (one per student)
- Two voice Poem Rubric (Look ahead to Unit 3, Lesson 3 for actual rubric; see Teaching Note above)
- Two voice Poem: Gathering Evidence graphic organizer (one per student)
- Two voice Poem: Gathering Evidence graphic organizer (for Teacher Reference)
- A Long Walk to Water (book; one per student)
- Salva/Nya anchor chart (begun in Lesson 2)
- Survival anchor chart (begun in Lesson 1)
- Students’ Gathering Textual Evidence graphic organizer, all chapters (from Lessons 3–9; students’ completed copies)
- Students’ Reader’s Notes, all chapters (from Lessons 2–9; students’ completed copies)

### Opening

#### A. Vocabulary Entry Task (10 minutes)

- Post the Vocabulary Entry Task in advance:
  1. “Some of the details in this story have been fictionalized, but the major events depicted are based on Salva’s own experiences.”
  2. What do the words fictionalized and depicted remind you of? What do you think they mean?
- After students have completed the task, cold call several of them to share their thinking. Ask them:
  1. “What do you think the root word in fictionalized is? How did that help you figure out what this word means?”
  2. Listen for students to mention fiction, and clarify that this is a made-up, imaginary story.

### Meeting Students’ Needs

- Post the Vocabulary Entry Task in advance:
  1. “Some of the details in this story have been fictionalized, but the major events depicted are based on Salva’s own experiences.”
  2. What do the words fictionalized and depicted remind you of? What do you think they mean?
- After students have completed the task, cold call several of them to share their thinking. Ask them:
  1. “What do you think the root word in fictionalized is? How did that help you figure out what this word means?”
  2. Listen for students to mention fiction, and clarify that this is a made-up, imaginary story.
Opening (continued)

* “What is the root word for depict?”

- Listen for someone to say, “picture.” Share that the root word “pict” is from the Latin for paint. Ask them how the meaning of depict relates to painting. Listen for them to connect an actual painting with describing something in words so that it can be seen just as a painting is seen.

- Distribute the Author’s Note homework assignment, calling students’ attention to the words that are defined for them, and also placing this assignment in the larger context of the class’s shift from thinking primarily as readers of a literary text to thinking primarily as authors of a literary text.

Meeting Students’ Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opening (continued)</th>
<th>Meeting Students’ Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* “What is the root word for depict?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Listen for someone to say, “picture.” Share that the root word “pict” is from the Latin for paint. Ask them how the meaning of depict relates to painting. Listen for them to connect an actual painting with describing something in words so that it can be seen just as a painting is seen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Distribute the Author’s Note homework assignment, calling students’ attention to the words that are defined for them, and also placing this assignment in the larger context of the class’s shift from thinking primarily as readers of a literary text to thinking primarily as authors of a literary text.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work Time

A. Introducing Performance Task and Selecting Organizing Ideas (15 minutes)

- Celebrate the strong work that students have done in their essays. Comment on the strengths you have noticed in how they analyzed the novel. Tell them that in a few days, they will have a chance to revise the essay they wrote, but that you’ll need a few days to look over their work and give them feedback.

- Tell them that in the meantime, they will start preparing to write another piece. Direct their attention to the learning targets and explain that they will be writing a two voice poem that compares and contrasts Salva’s and Nya’s experiences, especially as they relate to survival in South Sudan.

- Just as Park got to think about what she really wanted to communicate about Salva, Nya, and the Sudan, students will get to choose some important ideas and craft and perform a poem that communicates them. Highlight that writing this poem is a chance for students to use their creativity and encourage other people, especially people who don’t know about Sudan or haven’t read the novel, to understand more about the situation there and how it affects teenagers. This is a good time to build enthusiasm by discussing the format or venue in which students will share their final work.

- Turn and talk:
  * “What is one thing you have learned in this module that you think it is important for other teenagers to know?”

- Distribute the Performance Task Prompt: Two voice Poem and the Model Two voice Poem. Ask students to follow along while you read the poem out loud once all the way through.
Then ask seat partners to read the poem out loud: One person reads character A, the other person reads character B, and they choral read the parts in the middle.

Remind them that they are both reading the parts in the middle because both characters can say those statements. Check their understanding by asking:

* “Would the center column count as a comparison or a contrast between the two characters?”

Listen for them to remember that comparing means noticing similarities and differences, while contrasting means noticing differences. Remind students that they discussed the difference between comparing and contrasting earlier in their studies (Unit 1, Lesson 4).

After students have read the poem, ask them to read the Performance Task Prompt and underline the main aspects of the task.

Think-Pair-Share:

* “How will a two voice poem allow you to compare and contrast Salva and Nya?”
* “How will you use the novel and informational texts?”

Listen for students to notice that one side will be Salva, the other side will be Nya, and the middle will be the things they have in common. Listen for students also to notice that they will use evidence from various informational texts they have read, as well as from the novel.

Tell students that all strong pieces of writing have a focus and a purpose. In their essays, they made a claim about survival and supported it with evidence. In order to write a strong poem, they will also need a focus, and they can choose several ideas to focus on. Tell students that they may use some of the thinking they did for the essay in this poem.

Reread the part of the Performance Task Prompt that directs them to focus on ways that Salva and Nya survived, as well as the part that requires they use evidence from both the novel and informational texts. Tell them that today they will be choosing which factors in survival they want to write about.

Direct students’ attention to the Survival anchor chart. Explain that ideas that are starred have evidence in both informational texts and the novel. Today they need to choose one to three factors in survival that their poem will center on. At least one factor they choose must have a star.
**Work Time (continued)**

- Think aloud about how you might select one, highlighting what is compelling, significant, and well-understood by you (the hypothetical writer). Refer to the Salva/Nya anchor chart as you think aloud, to show students how an author sometimes chooses a very specific moment and then builds out from there to a theme.

- For the modeling you do in this lesson, you may wish to use the example on the Two voice Poem: Gathering Evidence graphic organizer (teacher’s edition), or you may generate one of your own. In either case, plan to model the outer columns of the chart in Lesson 18 with the same factor you are modeling here in Lesson 17. Also, plan to write down your work as you model (or use a filled in graphic organizer) and leave it posted so students can refer to it as they work.

- **Distribute the Two voice Poem: Gathering Evidence graphic organizer.**

- **Turn and talk:**
  * “Which factors do you want to focus on in your poem? Why?”

- Ask students to choose from one to three factors in survival they will focus on, and to write them in the middle column of the graphic organizer. Invite several students to share their choices and the reasons behind those choices. Help the class notice that writers often begin by selecting ideas that move, inspire, or intrigue them – the job of the piece of writing is to share not just the idea, but the feeling that those ideas gave the writer.

**B. Gathering Textual Evidence from the Novel (15 minutes)**

- When all students have chosen a few survival factors to focus on, model briefly how they will use the Salva/Nya chart and the Gathering Textual Evidence graphic organizer (the one they used to gather quotes about survival in *A Long Walk to Water*) to fill out the two columns on either side of the middle column.

- As you model, write up your example where students will be able to refer to it. Be clear about when you are paraphrasing or summarizing (usually) or where you are noting quotations (rarely, and limited to particularly powerful use of language by the author). Choose a factor for your modeling that will have connections to informational text; strong candidates include water, walking, and aid organizations.

- After you model, tell the students that now they will have about 10 minutes to do this work for their own ideas. Be sure students have their texts *A Long Walk to Water*. Direct the students to use the Salva/Nya chart, their Reader's Notes, and their Gathering Textual Evidence graphic organizer to add ideas to the two columns on their own charts. Set a goal for them to accomplish by the end of the period. For example, you might encourage them to find an example for Salva and an example for Nya for one factor. Assure them that they will have time to revisit this chart in the next lesson.

- During this work time, you may want to pull a small group of students to support in finding evidence from the novel. Some students will need more guided practice before they are ready for independent work.
### Work Time (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Students’ Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Consider collecting these charts and look them over before the next lesson, to make sure that all students have made choices that will ensure they can write strong poems. Lesson 18 includes a time for students to read over any feedback, as well as a time when you could confer with students who need extra support in selecting a focus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Closing and Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Students’ Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Turn and Talk (5 minutes)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ask students to turn and talk:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* “Compare the essay and the poem.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cold call a few pairs of students to share their thoughts. Listen for them to notice that both the essay and the poem focus on survival and require the use of textual evidence; that the essay is about Salva and the poem about Salva and Nya; that the poem uses the novel and informational text; and that a poem is trying to convey experience rather than make an argument.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Students’ Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Read the Author’s Note and complete the <strong>Author’s Note homework assignment</strong>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please complete this task individually. Please refer to the pages you read last night for homework and to your Reader’s Dictionary.

“Some of the details in this story have been fictionalized, but the major events depicted are based on Salva’s own experiences.” (A Long Walk to Water, Author’s Note, page 118)

1. What do the words fictionalized and depicted remind you of? What do you think they mean?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. Rewrite the sentence in your own words.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________


Model Two Voice Poem: “I Would Do Anything”

Read the Author’s Note in *A Long Walk to Water*. Answer the questions below.

**Vocabulary:**
- *duration*: length of time that something continues
- *coalition*: two groups working together to form a government
- *languished*: forced to remain and unhappy about it
- *accord*: agreement

What does *displaced* mean? How can you tell?

__________________________________________________________________________

What does *autonomy* mean? How can you tell?

__________________________________________________________________________

What research did Park do in order to write this book? What were her major sources of information?

__________________________________________________________________________

What is the connection between the Second Sudanese Civil War and the Lost Boys?
How was the civil war settled?

What is Salva doing now?
**Model Two Voice Poem: “I Would Do Anything”**

**Theme:** How leaders help their people  
**Focus:** Leaders help people to make change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncle Jewiir</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>Nya’s Uncle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life challenges us...</td>
<td>...here in Sudan</td>
<td>“Every year when the rains stopped and the pond near the village dried up,”(26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...running for their lives.</td>
<td>My people were forced to leave our village...</td>
<td>...to find water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“More than 4 million people were forced to flee their homes” (“Time Trip: Sudan’s Civil War”).</td>
<td>For my family, I would do anything.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“You only need to walk as far as those bushes, Salva.””(53)</td>
<td>I will take opportunities...</td>
<td>“...to create a future that might be different:” <em>(Water for Sudan)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a refugee camp,</td>
<td>a well, a school.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomorrow will be better than today...</td>
<td>... for Salva.</td>
<td>... for Nya.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Works Cited


“Water for South Sudan: Schools.” © Water for South Sudan, Inc. Used by permission.
We have read a novel about South Sudan and some articles with factual information about the country, its peoples, and the Second Sudanese Civil War. Now you will have a chance to share what you have learned by writing a research-based two voice poem spoken by Nya and Silva that expresses your ideas about how these characters survived in challenging environments. In your poem you will be using details and quotes from *A Long Walk to Water* and the articles about Sudan.

Criteria for strong poems:
- Your poem explains at least one way that Salva and Nya survived in a challenging environment.
- Your poem includes lines spoken by Nya and Silva: specific lines spoken separately by each character, plus lines spoken by both characters together.
- In addition to lines you suppose the characters might say, your poem includes specific textual evidence from *A Long Walk to Water*.
- Your poem will also include quotes and details from the informational articles you read that show how Salva and Nya’s story connects to the larger context.
- You must organize your poem so it clearly expresses your view of the characters and their situations.
- You must pay attention to the details of standard English conventions appropriate to your poem.
- You must use punctuation and formatting correctly in the quotes and citations of sources.
- On a separate page, you will include citations for the quotes that you use.
Two voice Poem Gathering Evidence Graphic Organizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical facts that connect to or provide context for this part of Nya’s story (informational texts)</th>
<th>Evidence from Nya’s story about how this factor helped her survive (<em>A Long Walk to Water</em>)</th>
<th>Factor that allowed survival (from Survival anchor chart)</th>
<th>Evidence from Salva’s story about how this factor helped him survive (<em>A Long Walk to Water</em>)</th>
<th>Historical facts that connect to or provide context for this part of Salva’s story (informational texts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name:</td>
<td>Date:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historical facts</strong> that connect to or provide context for this part of Nya’s story (informational texts)</td>
<td><strong>Evidence from Nya’s story</strong> about how this factor helped her survive <em>(A Long Walk to Water)</em></td>
<td><strong>Factor that allowed survival</strong> (from Survival anchor chart)</td>
<td><strong>Evidence from Salva’s story</strong> about how this factor helped him survive <em>(A Long Walk to Water)</em></td>
<td><strong>Historical facts</strong> that connect to or provide context for this part of Salva’s story (informational texts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling a well requires equipment that can drill a borehole well, which is a well that goes down hundreds of feet to an aquifer. Villages cannot do this on their own because they do not have the expertise or the equipment.</td>
<td>Salva’s organization, Water for South Sudan, drilled a well in Nya’s town. The well would make her life better: She would not get sick from dirty water like her sister, and she would be able to go to school. When Nya found out a school would be built, “She felt as if she were flying.” <em>(104)</em></td>
<td>Aid organizations</td>
<td>Salva lived for a number of years in refugee camps in Kenya that were run by aid organizations. He learned English from an aid worker named Michael. An aid organization helped him resettle in the United States.</td>
<td>Many other boys, like Salva, fled the fighting in Sudan and ended up in refugee camps. Many of them were helped by aid organizations to resettle in the United States. <em>(A Long Walk to Water, Author’s Note)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Water for South Sudan believes that by working with villagers to help them drill a well, they will make it possible for the villagers to improve their own lives in many ways.*

*(waterforsouthsudan.org)*
### Historical facts that connect to or provide context for this part of Nya’s story (informational texts)

**Evidence from Nya’s story** about how this factor helped her survive (*A Long Walk to Water*)

**Factor that allowed survival** (from Survival anchor chart)

**Evidence from Salva’s story** about how this factor helped him survive (*A Long Walk to Water*)

**Historical facts** that connect to or provide context for this part of Salva’s story (informational texts)

---

**In many places in South Sudan, people do not have access to clean water. Women and girls often carry water.** *(waterforsouthsudan.org)*

Nya walked twice a day to the pond to get water for her family before the well was built. It took her four hours to do each round trip and made her tired, but she did it because she and her family needed the water.

**Persistence**

Salva kept trying to find a better place—he was in three refugee camps and then came to the United States.

Of his decision to leave the first refugee camp, the book says, “He had heard of another refugee camp, far to the south and west, where he hoped things would be better.” *(85)*

**Lost Boys were separated from their families and had to walk thousands of miles to get to safety in Kenya. Eventually, some of them were resettled in the United States.** *(“Time Travel: Sudan’s Civil War”)*

---

Adapted from Odell Education’s “Forming EBC Worksheet” and developed in partnership with Expeditionary Learning
Read the Author’s Note in *A Long Walk to Water*. Answer the questions below.

**Vocabulary:**
- **duration**: length of time that something continues
- **coalition**: two groups working together to form a government
- **languished**: forced to remain and unhappy about it
- **accord**: agreement

1. What does *displaced* mean? How can you tell?

2. What does *autonomy* mean? How can you tell?

3. What research did Park do in order to write this book? What were her major sources of information?

4. What is the connection between the Second Sudanese Civil War and the Lost Boys?

5. How was the civil war settled?

6. What is Salva doing now?